How do you take your
coffee? One sugar or two?
A Conversation with Artist
Maria Hoyos
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Colombian-born, Canadian-based emerging artist Maria Hoyos has been
persistently challenging contemporary iterations of colonialism through
commonplace commodities that pervade our everyday life. In Hoyos’ latest
works Amarguras Azucaradas, Huelga de corteros 2008, Campos Híbridos
and 6000 pesos la tonelada, Hoyos follows in the footsteps of the likes of
Kara Walker and Kader Attia whom all use sugar as unconventional medium.
Like most people who start the day off with a cup of coffee, the addition
of sugar to this beverage is mechanical. This is what Hoyos is counting on;
through utilizing sugar as her main medium, she jolts the viewer into seeing
through the thick veil of dissociation by juxtaposing the end project with
the social injustices that the sugar labourers face in Colombia. Dubbed the
“white poison” by Dr. Robert Lustig,1 this sweet, crystalline substance is
the perfect vehicle for Hoyos’ commentary on the exploitative and predatory practices that endure to this day in Hoyos’ hometown of Santiago de
Cali. Not only is the sweetener detrimental to human health, the cultivation
of sugarcane and its refinement is done by workers in inhumane conditions
and contributes to environmental degradation.
Deeply connected to her birthplace, Hoyos centers the margins within her
work by focusing on the lived experiences of the corteros, many of whom
are descendants of Cali’s enslaved population. The corteros are at the forefront of works such as Huelga, Campos Híbridos but especially present
in 6000 pesos la tonelada. This sculptural installation piece, made from
plaster-casts of sugarcanes that are dusted with sugar, represents the amount
of raw sugarcane a worker must produce in a day: one ton for 6000 pesos,
enough to buy one meal. The legacy of slavery is made acutely visual here as
those who engage in the arduous and dangerous work of sugarcane cutting
are exploited for pennies on the dollar. This is why Hoyos’ created Amarguras Azucaradas, a pair of sugar-coated wings, in order to “explores religious
and mythological symbolism combining various connotations to sublimate
1
Lustig, Robert H. Fat Chance: The Hidden Truth about Sugar, Obesity and Disease. London: Fourth Estate, an Imprint of HarperCollinsPublishers, 2014.
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reality” through a symbol of escape so that the corteros could fly away from
abuse and oppression. In this interview, we discuss what motivates Hoyos’
work and how sugar became the artist’s medium par excellence.
The following interview was conducted in the artist’s studio at UQAM.
___________
Raven Spiratos: Can you talk about your practice, what informs your
work?
Maria Hoyos: My work is very identity based. I strongly believe that we
cannot break from our story. I am Colombian, Catholic and Hispanophone;
it’s unfortunate because I wish I could say that I speak my native language
but I don’t. Instead, I say that I speak Spanish.
When I studied art in Colombia, I saw how all those who gave voice to local issues and realities were dismissed. Instead, we were expected to create
work that would “appeal” internationally. I would debate this a lot with my
peers: “I cannot create like they do in New York, I’m not in New York: I am
in Colombia in a city with specific concerns and specific needs.” Context
for me is something that is so important; within context, there is recognition
of culture, recognition of roots and that in turn fosters pride that stems from
our differences.
RS: Do you think you’re translating events as part of history or is it
your way of understanding what’s going on?
MH: I think I’m talking about an archive. I’m talking about a fact but certainly there is a subjective look full of emotion and feeling because I have
a connection with this field, I have a connection with these workers but I
think I’m not not so out of scope in my analysis. It is also the idea of being
critical of this reality but I am not an anthropologist, I am not a sociologist
so instead I try to work with things that I know best: materials and the ideas.
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Campos Hibridos

RS: There was talk of light when we discussed Campos Hibridos. Could
you explain further?
MH: In this work, I created a collage from various images of the sugar cane
fields in the former colonies in Antilles and Latin America. These images
span differents moments of history starting from the beginning of the last
20th century to the present day. For me it’s really this idea that people can
discover the reality behind something here: how sugar is based on pleasure.
It’s so banal in a way, but there are so many things behind the concept of
sugar. And that’s the idea for me. Light comes to me as a symbol that repeats itself a lot in my work because for me it’s the idea of illuminating
thought. It’s the idea that people discover something that is super important
to talk about. And I am fascinated by how sugar fields are a typical example
of colonialism. It’s incredible. It’s emblematic.
All my work really speaks to my memory and my identity because I am Colombian but specifically, I was born in the city of sugar production so these
fields are part of my life. You cannot imagine how it transforms a city in
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every way: in an environmental, social and economic way. It’s really amazing how sugar cane is important in this area. Now it’s a monoculture, it’s
everywhere in my city and in all the cities around so we’re worried because
sugar cane kills the land. It is a very difficult crop for the land. Years of
monoculture kills the land. So we are really concerned about the toll it has
taken. You can see it through videos looking at Cali. During my master’s
degree, I screened a video I made in July of last year. During the video we
fly over Cali and it’s minutes and minutes of flying over valleys of sugar
cane. Sugar cane is really iconic. It’s really important, it’s the center of the
city. So we are very concerned by all these changes but also in regard to
the super industrialization of all the corteros. The workers work in really
absurd and terrible conditions but now instead of choosing to give them humane working conditions, they prefer to buy machines instead. And yet the
companies insist that there are thousands and thousands of people working
in the fields. So it’s very interesting the social problem that stems from that.
RS: What is the experience of working on themes that is very specifically Colombian within a Montreal context?
MH: I think everyone knows that there is a history of sugar here but people
think of Redpath and that’s as far as it goes. I do not know if on the Anglophone side it’s different but I know for example with the projects we did
with the museums of the Fier Monde, I saw that, in a certain way, Montreal
was more in touch with the history of molasses as demonstrating Montreal’s
classism. Molasses was consumed primarily by lower-income people and
refined sugar was reserved for those who had more means. At that time,
sugar was seen as something that was something very oligarchic.
RS: I wonder if there were conversations within the public in a gallery
after seeing your work?
MH: People speak but I tell you they talk more about the story of molasses. They are more aware of the impact molasses has had in Montreal in the
1940s and 1930s, but I do not really think they know everything before that.
There is an artist who is very important to me and it is Oscar Munoz, a Co34

lombian. He uses in an ink, its name is pixelle, made from cube of sugar but
also with coffee. It’s really beautiful everything he does in my opinion I like
it a lot but I think we must talk about what we know, what moves us inside.
And I think it’s, for me sugar is part of my identity, for me it’s not history.
Sugar is seen as so commonplace today, and I like to break that illusion in
order to show the audience that there is this reality of exploitation lying
underneath it. This fascinates me and that’s why there are different levels
to my work. I try to navigate through these spheres, but they are limitless.
Everything is connected: the city’s sugar production and culture. It’s nice
when people discover where things come from and how domination is perpetuated. It sounds banal but small gestures sometimes are more political
than we think. Everything is political: «Atención!»
Campos Hibridos was also a way to open myself up to the history of sugar
cane in the world because it’s not just in the story of Cali that this hegemonic system exists; it exists in Guadeloupe, Martinique, Haiti, Cuba, Dominican Republic ... So it’s just an example, it’s the one that belongs to me
because I was born in this city. I grew up there on my grandmother’s farm.
And that’s where I encountered the reality of the workers. That’s where I
became interested in sugar cane. When I was 10 years old, I took a horse,
a machete, and went out back to see how people worked. I did not work
alongside the corteros but I liked being there, seeing them work and thinking about how I could possibly change the landscape. How these people are
still there with so much misery but so much ... they sometimes sing, they
share between them: “hold on, tac tac tac, have a piece!” These memories
are part of my life.
RS: How did these experiences of both the good and the bad shape your
understanding of the sugar trade?
MH: I think that everything starts with the vision of a child. You see there
is something wrong. You do not understand why these people work work
work work work after you go home and study, how they can live in this
misery if they work all day. So I think in questioning through my work, I
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still see with child’s eyes.
For me, there is a theme, I discovered an affinity for sugar as I was growing
as an artist. I began to see that as it appeared, I had questions for it: what are
you going to tell me, what am I going to say about you, what is the relationship that we are both here and there it develops. My relationship with sugar
is very complex because yes, I’m white but I also know that I have a critical
lens on it. However, I am looking at it from far away. I am not a sugar cane
worker but I have grown up in in sugar cane plantations. People sometimes
say, when speaking about me, that “she is too far removed.” But when you
look at it with the child’s eye, back to when I was growing up, there is no
distance to things. My grandmother rented her land to big sugar cane companies, I went to my grandmother’s farm every weekend and played with
the children of the workers. I was a child, children do not know distance,
difference, so I think that’s also what marked me. I have always lived this
as my story.
RS: It’s a shared story indeed.
MH: Yes, and it was after my mother married a man who had land to rent to
sugar cane companies. I think he had more power than my grandmother. He
is dead now and my mother is in an impossible dispute with all her lands,
but I dream of the days that I can change all the workers conditions, the day
that I can say “here I am, I do not rent if you do not do this or you do not do
that. “ So I think it’s not just an artistic link, you know, it’s something that’s
part of my identity, my life, it’s part of my family, my story.
RS: Of your inheritance. It’s your inheritance.
Can you tell us a little about your experience when you exhibited Huelga de corteros?
MH: I think it attracts curiosity. Because you do not understand everything
that’s going on.
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The installation is made from cubes of sugar. The cubes of sugar were pigmented and painted by hand.

Huelga de Corteros
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This work required a lot of time and delicacy. I made Huelga de Corteros
by drawing from an archive of images of a wounded worker in Cali, Colombia, during a strike to protest the sugar industry in 2008. I painted sugar
cubes by hand in order to create a pixelated effect. I’m still working using
the archive, I think it’s a wonderful source of information. I am working on
the fields of Columbia from Montreal. I told myself “it’s terrible to want
to work on something when you’re far from it”. I think that makes a lot of
work evolve since all the mechanisms that I have to use to access the field
are here in Canada. If I were in Cali, it would be easy to go to the field to
take pictures of the workers at dawn but that was not possible so instead I
have to do archival research and ask questions like “ is it there is someone
who worked in the dawn, is there a register?” It required me to look at a lot
of images and find connections. I am happy to see that despite the distance
I continue to find ways to create.
RS: A concept that matches your work is bell hook’s process of “centering the margins.” It reminds me of your work because it seems to
really focus on people who are often marginalized. These people are
excluded from the story: their lives, their experiences are not part of
narratives that are centralized.
MH: I think you’re looking at it in a very good way because I’m trying to
give a voice to those who need to a voice. In Colombia, I know that there
are now two people who are starting to do very interesting things with sugar
from a critical point of view, but we need to start doing so here as well.
Here, it must be said that sugar comes from a plant. This plant that was used
to colonize: it’s a powerful economic chain. We need to acknowledge that
we are also part of this chain and sometimes we must look with critical eyes
to our banal gestures: even that of consuming sugar.
RS: I would like to know your take on the lack of knowledge that Montrealers have on Canadian slavery. This ties into your research interests
as Montreal also has an intertwined history of sugar and slavery. In
Quebec, although we weren’t growing sugar cane crops here because
of unfavorable climate, we were still complicit in consuming sugar pro38

duced by enslaved labour as well.
M: The story is still poorly told. I think history censors as it must censor.
Because many people do not know the history of black people in Canada,
they know little about the working conditions in the evolution of sugar cane
production. I do not think people truly know the story.
I also see it today how we consume: for example, once when I told my art
students to “draw me a hen,” one drew a butchered chicken turning in a rotisserie. This distance is so linked to consumption in that it blocks you from
making the links between nature and what you consume. We are so targeted
and I think that we never really recognized the damage that this creates, that
continues with the exploitation of sugarcane workers, the land, the environment... to the whole chain.
R: Let’s talk about 6000 pesos la tonelada.
M: I was inspired by the repetitive and arduous work of the corteros. I
wanted to illustrate the disproportionate relationship between the amount
of work done by the corteros and the amount paid for this work through the
imbalanced ratio of size and weight of the sculpture. It was very important
the idea that the plaster-casts of the sugarcane were not heavy. It’s a crazy
job because I mould the canes, I put the plaster over after I wait for it to dry,
I put the glue and I start to sprinkle the sugar on it. But it’s doing them one
by one. It is an almost performative work. Unfortunately it takes a lot of
time, it took me three months to do these. The idea here is that they are paid
per ton of sugar cane cut. I asked myself how much do I have to make to get
to a ton. I have not been able to reach a ton during my three months of work
but the concept was how to illustrate the dichotomy between something that
does not weigh and that it is empty inside and the idea that in order to be
paid you have to make a ton. So the work is infinite much like Dante’s inferno. You’ll never finish it: you work and you work but it weighs nothing.
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6000 pesos la tonelada
R: So it’s actually about the fact that people who work do not get paid very
much.
M: Seis mil pesos is equivalent to 3$ Canadian dollars. For a ton of cut cane
sugar. A ton! With that, you buy a meal. It’s absurd, it’s nothing, it’s slavery.
R: What is the average yield of sugar per worker?
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M: I think they are so skilled at it that it that they can cut maybe four tons
a day per person. Each one works in the fields until 6 PM. Everyone gets
in a line and at the end of the day, the sugar cane is weighed. But if, for
example, to survive, a worker needs four tons and didn’t arrive to the field
early enough, there is already someone else who is faster and who will cut
the rows that you have not cut. So, workers must work fast. It’s grueling.
Four tons a day earns … 24,000 pesos diarios so 12$ CAD. This industry is
so steeped in colonial thought. It’s incredible. It’s systematic. I always saw
sugar cane. That’s also why I decided to do my master’s degree because I
saw it as so typical, very much the A to Z’s of colonialism: across working conditions, environmental damage, health damage, monoculture and the
monopolization of nature.
R: You mentioned earlier that the workers are descendants of people
who were enslaved.
M: Yes, it’s the same thing. They are paid now but it’s nothing more than
symbolic.
The work I’m doing now it’s called 22,000 machetes. I got my the idea for
this project as I went through the archives. I love working with archives
because I can go from a video where corteros are outside on strike to a
union meeting where I can hear all the different things they discussed. In
one instance, for example, a transcript details how the corteros explained
that they had to do twenty-two thousand machete strikes in the fields during
a day’s work starting from their arrival at dawn. They start around 3 or 4
o’clock in the morning and leave at around six because that’s the time the
sun sets. They have to see where they cut and, given that in a field and there
are no street lights, when there is no more daylight they must stop working.
So because of this set time period they say it’s more or less what they do in
a day: 22,000 machete strokes.
R: And your work attests to the resilience of the workers.
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M: Yes, that’s it. I think that’s the center of my practice. I try to pay tribute
to this perseverance, this resilience. It fills me with pride too.
Only with oppression can hegemony continue... Power lies in the idea of
dominating the other and exploiting them. It’s there at its core. That’s why
I think that there is nothing more interesting today than to think about decolonization and I think therein lies its difficulties. It’s very difficult to get
away from something that is so entrenched within us. Sometimes we do
not even realize that when we talk and we go about our day, just how much
brainwashing we’ve been through. We must understand each other and in
order to do that we must analyze everything.
Amarguras azucaradas
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